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TwoNav Sportiva
Less than a year after the launch of its first GPS, 

TwoNav Aventura, CompeGPS is introducing a new 
navigator in the Outdoor market: TwoNav Sportiva. 
Light, rugged and very powerful, it is designed to 

follow you anywhere! 
Let’s take a look at the main characteristics of this 

device.

100% ready for any outdoor activity! 

Thanks to an exclusive partnership with Holux, the top outdoor GPS manufacturer, CompeGPS is 
now able to offer you a very rugged and waterproof device to accompany you in all your favorite 
activities, and with its IPX6 certification, there’s no need to worry about dust, humidity or water. 
Add an exclusive integrated 3D compass, a barometer and the powerful Sirf III GPS receiver and 
you’ll be ready to face any situation. You’ll never have been so close to the reality!

Whether it’s hiking, biking, geocaching, or whatever else you may have in mind, this small and 
featherweight GPS (only 124g with battery) is so discrete you’ll barely know it’s there. 

The screen

A 3” transflective screen with an impressive resolution of 240x400 to play with your maps in high 
definition! Use the touch screen technology for greater reactivity and interactivity. 
Switch on the 3D mode for even greater realism. 
You can freely download the 3D map of your country from www.twonav.com to use it even on 
CompeGPS Land (PC software) or on TwoNav Sportiva

The best Outdoor software

The very intuitive and efficient TwoNav soft-
ware provides you with a wide range of tools 
for enjoying your outdoor activities. You’ll be 
surprised how easy it is to manage your trips 
with TwoNav. 
Prepare your track or route directly using the 
touch screen. Ideal when you need to act quic-
kly and stay focused on the action!
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A large choice of maps

Thanks to the TwoNav software included, you will have the opportunity to play around with lots of 
different formats, from topographic maps, satellite pictures, raster maps and urban maps to paper 
scanned maps (because sometimes don’t exist in digital format), *.map, *.jpg, *.gif, *.tif, etc.
Just convert them using CompeGPS Land free basic version and transfer them to your GPS.

We also offer maps from all around the world with the exclusive option of downloading them by 
tiles, departments or zones to better fit your needs, very useful for a holiday trip in a specific area, 
for example. Find the best maps from Spain, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Finland, Norway, 
the Netherlands, Austria, Morocco, Sweden, Australia, Tunisia, free USA maps and more.

TwoNav Sportiva comes with a full zone or some tiles included depending on your country. With 
its 2GB internal flash memory and its 32GB micro SD reader you can take all the maps you need 
with you, with almost no limit. 
The possibilities are endless when you have the freedom to discover!

The TwoNav is also easy to use and is designed to meet the needs of any user profile (from begin-
ners to professionals), so don’t miss the opportunity to discover a really different and new means 
of navigation.
 
Customize every menu and panel to choose from over 60 data, depending on your needs, navi-
gate track up or north up, display the graph whilst following your track, monitor your speed, your 
accumulated climb and other such information. It will even tell you the time of sunset and sunrise! 

Get regular free updates for your software downloaded directly from www.twonav.com.



Manage your data

You can also create unlimited tracks, routes and waypoints as the device is compatible with *.GPX 
and *.PLT formats, the most common ones, enabling you to download your track from the Internet 
and transfer it to your GPS.

You can also use CompeGPS Land software (you get a special 50% discount on the software 
when buying your GPS!) to communicate directly with your TwoNav Sportiva GPS on your PC, 
prepare and transfer your tracks, routes and waypoints, load your own maps, etc. You will also be 
able to convert all your data into the necessary format if you want to share it with your friends or 
publish them in your blog.

Prepare it beforehand at home to give you 100% efficiency in the field!

Bike mount

You’ll also find a very resistant bike mount, especially designed to 
avoid any vibration, inside your box, ready to be fixed onto your 
bike, so you can be sure it won’t move even on the craziest of 
descent!
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Design
58 x 105 x 23mm
124g with battery
IPX6
3D compass + Barometer
3” transflective touchscreen
240x400 resolution
2GB internal flash memory
Micro SD reader (up to 32 GB)

Electronics
Sirf III GPS receiver
Mini USB 2.0 connector
1050 mA/h Li-ion battery (10 h autonomy)

Included in the box
From 1 to 5 map tiles according to the country  
(with promotion: maps content x2!!)
Bike mount 
Wall charger

Release date:
March 1st, 2010

Price: 
TwoNav Sportiva: 379 €

Contact:
Florian Gratien

marketing@compegps.com
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